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soft material systems have attained an 
increasing amount of interest. The interest 
stems from novel possibilities to design 
and fabricate soft devices with miniaturize 
sizes and ever-more-complex functions.[4,5] 
Among the wealth of stimuli-responsive 
materials, carbon-based bilayers,[6] liquid 
crystal elastomers and polymer networks 
(LCNs),[7] hydrogels,[8] and magnet-doped 
rubbers[9] stand out as prominent candi-
dates for soft microrobotics. The devices 
composed of these materials adopt novel 
control strategies, shifting from con-
ventional wire-connections (electrically 
or via pneumatic tubes)[10,11] to a wire-
less approach relying on external energy 
sources such as magnetic fields,[12] light 
fields,[13] humidity,[14] or chemical reac-
tions.[15] When exposed to stimuli, the 
specific form of deformation can be pro-
grammed by tuning molecular orien-
tation, stiffness gradient or structural 
anisotropy.[16]

Liquid crystal polymer networks (LCNs) 
are crosslinked polymers that combine the anisotropy arising 
from oriented liquid crystalline mesogens and the elasticity 
of the polymer network.[17,18] Their versatile deformabilities 
upon heat/light stimuli give rise to a fast-increasing interest 
in realization of novel soft robotic systems, in which the 
nature-inspired strategies are often adopted. Strips mimicking 
opening and closing of seedpods and flowers,[19,20] actuators 
exhibiting caterpillar-like motion such as rolling,[21] inching[22] 
and travelling-wave movement,[23] swimmers mimicking micro-
zooplankton,[24] and snail-like crawlers[25] are but few examples. 
Due to restrictions in sample size (below few centimeters) and 
lack of actuation complexity, such soft actuators are based on 
simple architectures with limited degrees of freedom in move-
ment. To obtain soft microrobots that better mimic their natural 
counterparts, realization of complex 3D architectures, needed 
for versatile actuation, is in great demand.

To achieve 3D robotic structures in LCNs, laser writing 
and ink-jet printing have been investigated.[26–28] For example, 
light-fueled walkers[26] and tunable lenses[28] are realized across 
microscopic and macroscopic length scales. However, to suc-
cessfully use these techniques, the monomer mixture as well 
as polymerization conditions have to be carefully optimized. 
In addition, LCNs also pose additional challenges due to the 
need for precise molecular alignment control, and complica-
tions (due to, e.g., swelling) that may arise during the develop-
ment process. These limitations restrict the generality of these 

The development of stimuli-responsive soft actuators, a task largely under-
taken by material scientists, has become a major driving force in pushing the 
frontiers of microrobotics. Devices made of soft active materials are often-
times small in size, remotely and wirelessly powered/controlled, and capable 
of adapting themselves to unexpected hurdles. However, nowadays most soft 
microscale robots are rather simple in terms of design and architecture, and it 
remains a challenge to create complex 3D soft robots with stimuli-responsive 
properties. Here, it is suggested that kirigami-based techniques can be useful 
for fabricating complex 3D robotic structures that can be activated with light. 
External stress fields introduce out-of-plane deformation of kirigami film 
actuators made of liquid crystal networks. Such 2D-to-3D structural transfor-
mations can give rise to mechanical actuation upon light illumination, thus 
allowing the realization of kirigami-based light-fuelled robotics. A kirigami 
rolling robot is demonstrated, where a light beam controls the multigait 
motion and steers the moving direction in 2D. The device is able to navigate 
along different routes and moves up a ramp with a slope of 6°. The results 
demonstrate a facile technique to realize complex and flexible 3D structures 
with light-activated robotic functions.

Soft robots are machines composed of actuating elements 
based on flexible materials, whose moduli typically lie in the 
same range as in biological systems (104–109 Pa).[1] Being 
soft, they are expected to offer safe contact with human body 
or with fragile objects during manipulation.[2] Their flexibility, 
in turn, brings about additional degrees of freedom in robotic 
movements, leading to adaptation to hurdles encountered in 
various environments.[3] In the past decades, stimuli-responsive 
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techniques in the context of LCNs and block their widespread 
use with more versatile monomer options. Hence, it would be 
extremely useful to have a facile 3D fabrication technique that 
would circumvent these limitations, and could be used with 
many different classes of stimuli-responsive materials.

While trying to address the above challenge, we were first 
inspired by the art of paper folding—also called origami—
a technique to transform a 2D material sheet into a complex, 
predesigned 3D sculpture.[29–31] This concept has been used 
in fabricating autofolding structures and self-assembled nano-
devices.[32–34] Very recently, research trends in the field have 
focused on soft responsive materials to obtain origami geom-
etries while maintaining the reversibility in shape morphing.[35] 
However, unlike in inelastic materials such as paper, obtaining 
sharp, well-defined hinges in soft material sheets is chal-
lenging. Hence, much effort has been put to optimizing the 
composition of the folded elastic materials.[36]

Soft matter is inherently stretchable, which inspires us to 
search for other fabrication alternatives. Kirigami, a variation of 
origami which includes also cutting of the material, requires, in 
principle, no folding of the structure, and the 2D-to-3D defor-
mation is based on exerting an external force (like stretching) 
on a precut sheet. Following some simple principles that have 
been developed in the art of kirigami, a grid-like window for 
reducing energy consumption,[37] and a walking robot with 
scale-like skin,[38] have been devised, representing pioneering 
examples of kirigami robotics based on passive materials. 
Using stimuli-responsive material sheets with predesigned 2D 
cut patterns[39] to yield, e.g., stretching, twisting and bending 
deformations, diverse options of externally controlled 3D struc-
tures can be foreseen.

Herein, we suggest that a combination of light-responsive 
LCN sheets and the kirigami technique can be a useful tool 
for creating versatile 3D actuators and microrobots with photo-
mechanical movements. For this, a laser engraver is applied to cut 
kirigami patterns in a photoresponsive thin film based on liquid 
crystal polymer network (LCN). External stress fields induced by 
stretching, twisting, and bending are used to trigger out-of-plane 
deformation in diverse forms to build up different 3D kirigami-
based architectures. The same deformations can also be obtained 
upon light irradiation. We also demonstrate a kirigami-based 
rolling robot equipped with light-actuated petals to show multi-
gait rolling movement that can be steered forward/backward, nav-
igate along predesigned 2D trajectories, and climb a slope with 
an inclination up to 6°. We anticipate that kirigami can become a 
facile technique to obtain complex geometries also in responsive 
materials other than LCNs, thus providing far-reaching possibili-
ties for soft microdevices with advanced functionalities.

An LCN actuator can response to heat due to the change 
of molecular alignment/order. By incorporating light-sen-
sitive elements (e.g., photoswitches or photoabsorbers), it 
can be reshaped through irradiation with specific light wave-
length.[40,41] The most common way to fabricate these actua-
tors is to infiltrate a photopolymerizable monomer mixture 
into a liquid crystal cell with thickness in the range from few 
to few hundreds of microns (Schematic in Figure 1a). In most 
cases, the inner surfaces of the cell are pretreated, allowing for 
diverse control over the molecular alignment, and once the 
mixture is polymerized, the molecular alignment dictates the 

actuation modes of the resulting LCN.[18] Functional devices 
that rely on 3D architectures are often realized by integration of 
strips cut from film-like actuators[42,43] or engineered alignment 
distribution across the film area to attain versatile out-of-plane 
buckling.[44]

The monomer mixture used in this study is shown in 
Figure 1a. We use Dispersed Red 1 (DR1) as a photothermal 
dye incorporated into the LCN to induce efficient photome-
chanical movements, alike we have done in several previous 
studies.[45,46] More details on the fabrication process are given 
in Experimental Section. The typical mechanical response 
of an LCN film upon heating and/or illumination is given in 
Figure S1 in Supporting Information. Our interest toward light-
responsive LCN kirigami stems from two reasons. First, soft 
LCN sheets usually cover an area of a few cm2, which is ideal 
for machine engraving or laser cutting. Second, a simple choice 
of molecular orientation across the film thickness (e.g., splayed 
or twisted alignment) leads to efficient bending movement of 
the material. Such “trivial” bending deformation gives rise to 
nontrivial deformations in the kirigami structures, as will be 
shown in the following examples.

We implemented a laser engraver to cut a predesigned pat-
tern into the LCN films, as schematically shown in the inset 
of Figure 1b. When detached from the substrate, a stress field 
associated with a given external force can induce out-of-plane 
deformation in such a 2D material sheet. For instance, by 
lifting up the cut pattern, a flat sheet turns into a 3D ribbon, 
thus forming a 3D kirigami pattern (Figure 1b). Among the 
plethora of external force fields applicable for shape morphing, 
stretching, twisting, and rolling are the most elementary ones. 
Upon each stress field, the out-of-plane deformation is deter-
mined by the cut pattern.

Figure 1c presents three typical kirigami patterns engraved 
on a splay-aligned LCN film and their 2D-to-3D shape-mor-
phing capabilities by stretching, twisting and rolling. Line-cut 
patterns are typically used in mechanical metamaterials.[37] 
Upon in-plane stretching, each cut segment buckles out-of-
plane through bending and twisting, thus opening pores of 
the sheet (Figure 1c-i). In the twisting and rolling modes, since 
the external forces provide out-of-plane motion, the structures 
deform along the direction of the stress fields being applied 
(Figure 1c-ii,iv). In particular, the strips cut perpendicularly 
to the rolling axis exhibit strain-dependent bending angles 
(Figure 1d). These kirigami-induced shapes can be further 
manipulated upon light irradiation, and the dependencies 
between the structural angles and irradiation intensity are 
plotted in Figure 1d. Detailed characterization of the strain-
induced deformations in kirigami films based on stretching 
and twisting modes, together with their photomechanical 
responses, are given in Figures S2 and S3 (Supporting Informa-
tion). This technique also allows implementation of different 
kirigami patterns to harvest versatile shape morphing and light 
actuation capacity, as shown by the examples given in Figures 
S4–S6 (Supporting Information).

Going beyond shape-morphing and photomechanical 
actuation we also devised a “rolling LCN kirigami” with light-
responsive petals capable of locomotion and light-steered 
movements. The design principle of the rolling robot is sche-
matically shown in Figure 2a, in analogy with paper cutting. 
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Series of stripes with triangular ends are patterned on both sides 
of a central axis of an LCN film. Each strip is laser cut along 
the planar direction of the splay-aligned film, and thus able to 
bend upon light irradiation, forming photomechanical petals 
for the locomotion. The cut pattern is then rolled up into a tube 
and reinforced by a plastic ring (for fabrication details and robot 
dimensions, see Experimental Section). When the petals are 
illuminated through the substrate (470 nm), they mechanically 
push the ground and induce sequential robotic motion.

When the robot is set on a flat substrate in the dark, all the 
petals are inactive, and the whole body is parallel to the ground 
surface (inset of Figure 2b). To characterize the photomechan-
ical response, we excited one half of the structure through 
a transparent substrate. Upon illumination, the petals bend 
toward the substrate, lifting up the center of mass of the struc-
ture (Figure 2b), the tilt angle ϕ depending on the irradiation 
intensity (Figure 2c; Figure S7, Supporting Information). When 
the irradiation is ceased, the petals cool down and unbend, 
retaining the original shape within 2 s, irrespective of irra-
diation intensity (Figure 2d), as governed by heat dissipation 
from LCN to the surrounding medium (air). To obtain rolling 
motion, oblique-incidence illumination through the substrate is 
required, as shown in Figure 2e. Due to the oblique irradiation, 
once the bottom petals deform and move the robot forward, 

the actuated petals roll into dark, cool down, and unbend. In 
the meantime, a new pair of petals is exposed to light, bending 
against the ground and moving the robot forward (see the 
schematic in Figure S8, Supporting Information). A sequence 
of such events gives rise to continuous rolling with multiple 
gaits. While switching the incident light direction from left 
to right, the rolling direction changes (Movie S1, Supporting 
Information).

To control the movement speed, we set up an optical system 
to scan the light beam with preselected velocity, and monitored 
the influence of incidence angle on the rolling motion with an 
optical set up that is schematically shown in Figure S9 (Sup-
porting Information). The robot position is determined through 
an image tracking system, with details given in Figure S10 (Sup-
porting Information) and Experimental Section. The moving 
speed was controlled between 1 and 6 mm s−1. As the robot is 
driven by step-wise deformation of the petals, the rolling dis-
tance, d (solid lines in Figure 2f), is not smoothly following the 
steadily moving light beam, ds (dashed lines in Figure 2f), but in 
an intermittent manner, while failing at the speed of 6 mm s−1.  
The maximum rolling speed was also affected by light inci-
dent angle, θinc. We measured the mean distance deviation 
(∆d = d − ds) at different scanning speeds and θinc values, as 
shown in Figure 2g. Small ∆d with minimal standard deviation 
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Figure 1. The kirigami concept in stimuli-responsive LCN films. a) Chemical composition of the LC monomer mixture and schematic drawing of the 
cell infiltration process. b) Photograph of the 2D-to-3D shape-morphing of a kirigami LCN film upon an external stress field. Inset: schematic drawing 
of laser engraving of corresponding kirigami pattern on the actuating film. c) Three basic deformation modes in LCN kirigami films: stretching (i), 
twisting (ii), and rolling (iii). iv) The side-view photograph of a cut film upon a rolling deformation. d) Deformation strains upon different stress fields 
(rolling mode) and illuminating intensities. Error bars indicate standard deviation for n = 3 measurements. Insets indicate the bending curvature upon 
an external force, 1/r, and the bending angle γ upon light illumination. All scale bars are 5 mm.
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indicates an intermittent movement following the speed of the 
light spot, while negative ∆d with large standard deviation indi-
cates the termination of movement at high scanning speeds. 
The results in Figure 2g show that the optimal incidence angle 
is 30°, at which the device reaches a maximum rolling speed of 
5 mm s−1. We anticipate this value to be geometry-dependent, 
and no doubt the maximal speed is strongly affected by mate-
rial properties, which in turn dictate the actuation and relaxa-
tion speed, as well as interaction with the substrate.

The rolling robots in previous reports are based on a single 
rolled-up tube or spiral ribbons that deform asymmetrically 
upon light illumination and shadowing.[47,48] The motions of 
such robots are relatively smooth, as opposed to the one pre-
sented in this study, which moves sequentially due to the 
multi-petal geometry (see Movie S2, Supporting Information). 
Although a conventional rolling can be more favorable regarding 
velocity and energy efficiency, the multipetal robot with inter-
mittent motion exhibits a more accurate control in rolling speed 

and possibility of pin-pointed positioning (Figure 2f,g). Note 
that although moving intermittently, the robot can reach a rela-
tively high speed of about one body-width (diameter along the 
moving direction) per second under stationary illumination. 
But even more importantly, the kirigami structure allows for  
distinct operation between the left and right petals. This pro-
vides additional functionality and enables light-induced steering 
of the robot movement, a feature that is unreachable in reported 
rolling robot constructed with a single roll-up tube.

As shown in Figure 2c, the deformation depends strongly 
on local light intensity. Hence, by tuning the spot position 
with respect to the center of the structure, one can control the 
moving direction as illustrated in Figure 3a. When the structure 
is symmetrically irradiated, the petals on both sides undergo 
similar deformation, yielding forward-rolling motion. When 
the spot is concentrated to left/right, the petals experiencing 
stronger light field exhibit larger strains and hence turn the 
rolling direction into the opposite side (Movie S3, Supporting 
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Figure 2. Kirigami-based rolling robot. a) Design of the light-fueled rolling robot. b) Photograph of the robot illuminated (470 nm LED, 570 mW cm−2) 
on one side of the body to induce tilt (angle ϕ). Inset shows the same robot in the dark. c) Tilting kinetics at different irradiation intensities and 
d) retaining the flat state when irradiation is ceased. Error bars in (c) and (d) indicate standard deviation for n = 3 measurements. e) Series of photo-
graphs showing multigait rolling motion along a straight line by irradiating through the bottom substrate from the direction of the violet arrow. f) The 
rolling distance d (solid lines) upon scanning the light beam (intensity 620 mW cm−2) with different velocities (solid lines). The dashed lines indicate 
the steady movement of the light spot. g) The mean distance deviation ∆d, between robot and spot position at different scanning speed and incident 
angles θinc. The error bars indicate standard deviation for 20 measurements per second for the whole motion period. The data points with maximum 
error bar values indicate the failure speeds at different incidence angles, where the robot cannot catch up with the spot. Light intensity: 620 mW cm−2. 
Inset shows the incident angle respect to robot position. All scale bars are 2 mm.
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Information). Based on such capacity, we can manually steer 
the robot to navigate along predesigned pathways, as shown 
in Figure 3b,c (see also Movie S4 in the Supporting Informa-
tion), where trajectories resembling the letters “S” and “P” are 
achieved, demonstrating versatile 2D control over the robot 
locomotion.

An inching-type walking robot, that has proper friction bias 
integrated into the structure, can climb up a slope.[22] However, 
it is challenging for a symmetric tube to roll up a hill without 
any external forces. The kirigami robot in this study combines a 
rolling body and ten pairs of petals and as a result, it can climb 
a small hill without any structures providing the friction bias. 
Figure 3e shows the climbing ability at the speed of 1 mm s−1. 
The central mass position h (in the vertical direction) increases 
while the robot is climbing up slopes with different inclina-
tion angles. The robot finally drops at 7° slope, setting a limit 
for its climbing capacity. The climbing motion is illustrated in 
Figure 3d and is shown in real time in Movie S5 (Supporting 
Information). It is also important to note that the wavelength 
used for actuation (450–550 nm) and the moderate intensity 
(hundreds of mW cm−2) are both human safe. Therefore, the 
robot is able to perform the rolling movement even on human 
skin. As a glimpse to the future, Figure 3f shows the robot 
starts to translocate on a human hand (also see Movie S6, Sup-
porting Information), showing the opportunity of developing 
human-friendly platform for human–robot interaction.

In the past decades, photoalignment technique has attained 
great interest in the LCN community,[49,50] enabling to obtain 

complex molecular alignment patterns and versatile 2D-to-
3D shape-morphing in LCN films. Photopatterning paves 
way toward origami robotics, which offers many advantages 
such as automation and space saving, but precise control 
over the shape-morphing geometry in soft matter is always 
challenging. Kirigami serves as an alternative platform for 
obtaining 3D shape-morphing, with the help of applying an 
external force (stress field), when the material is not actuated. 
The kirigami method provides good controllability of the 3D 
shape-morphing through applying forces, while the prin-
ciple can be easily extended to other film-like actuators such 
as carbon bilayers,[6] shape-memory alloys,[31] etc. Figure S11 
(Supporting Information) shows kirigami patterns inscribed 
on a polymer–aluminum bilayer actuator and their thermal 
actuation behavior, indicating that the presented concept 
can be generalized to different types of stimuli-responsive 
materials.

The interplay between intrinsic materials properties and the 
external stimuli can lead to intriguing phenomena in soft mate-
rials, such as self-oscillation,[21,51] wave-like self-propelling[52] 
and various forms of self-sustained motion.[52–55] Those phe-
nomena are initiated by an in-built feedback mechanism con-
necting the material response, stimulus fields, and the struc-
tural geometry.[21] One example is the wave-like self-oscillation 
implemented by an LCN strip under a compressing stress 
field[52] and it is similar as that observed in snapping motions 
in between a two-wall confinement.[56] Herein, we expect com-
plex architectures induced by 3D kirigami under external stress 
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Figure 3. Versatile locomotion of the kirigami-based rolling robot. a) Photographs of the rolling robot turning left, rolling forward and turning right, 
depending on light excitation direction. b,c) Robot steering along trajectories resembling letters “S” (b) and “P” (c). d) Superimposed images of the 
robot climbing on a hill with 6° slope. e) Climbing performance of the robot at different slope angles. f) Photograph of the rolling robot when illumi-
nated on human hand. Illumination: 470 nm, 320 mW cm−2. All scale bars are 4 mm.
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fields, would trigger novel design principles in microrobotics 
and lead to ever-more advanced functional autonomous devices.

In summary, we apply the kirigami concept in a photo-
responsive LCN film actuator to achieve different 2D-to-3D 
shape-changes, induced by external stress fields via stretching, 
twisting, and bending. We demonstrate light-controlled 
actuation in the kirigami structures and fabricate a kirigami 
rolling robot with multiple photomechanical petals. The robot 
is able to perform multigait rolling movement in both forward 
and backward direction, with capabilities that are unreachable 
by conventional light driven rolling devices. The robot can be 
steered with light along predesigned 2D trajectories, and it can 
climb up a slope up to 6°. Kirigami serves as an efficient tech-
nique to obtain 2D-to-3D shape-morphing in generally flat 
materials like films and sheets. Although easy to process, the 
obtained architectures are passive. Photomechanical mate-
rials contain intrinsic features of active deformability upon 
light stimuli, but obtaining 3D constructions of such mate-
rials prior to actuation stage is still challenging. The results 
presented in this work are an attempt to cross boundaries 
by combining kirigami technique and photomechanical 
materials, suggesting a facile technique to fabricate complex 
geometries in responsive films, and may provide unforeseen 
inspiration for both kirigami devices and soft microrobotics.

Experimental Section
Materials: The LCN actuator is made by photopolymerization of 

a mixture that contains 78 mol% of LC monomer 4-methoxybenzoic 
acid 4-(6-acryloyloxyhexyloxy)phenyl ester, 20 mol% of LC crosslinker 
1,4-bis-[4-(3-acryloyloxypropyloxy)benzoyloxy]-2-methylbenzene (both 
purchased from Synthon chemicals), 1 mol% of light-responsive 
molecule N-ethyl-N-(2-hydroxyethyl)-4-(4-nitrophenylazo)aniline 
(Disperse Red 1, Sigma Aldrich), and 1 mol% of photoinitiator 
(2,2-dimethoxy-2-phenylacetophenone, Sigma Aldrich). All molecules 
were used as received.

Film Fabrication: Glass substrates were cleaned by sonication in 
acetone bath for 20 min and dried under nitrogen flow. A glass slide 
was spin coated with 0.1 wt% water solution of poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA, 
Sigma Aldrich; 4000 RPM, 1 min), dried at 100 °C on a hot plate for 
10 min, and rubbed unidirectionally using a satin cloth. After rubbing, 
the PVA-coated substrates were blown with high-pressure nitrogen to 
remove dust from the surfaces. Another glass slide was spin coated with 
homeotropic alignment layer (Olink Technology Co., Ltd, 4000 RPM, 
1 min), and baked at 100 °C for 10 min and 180 °C for 30 min. The two 
coated substrates were fixed together with UV glue (FP-32, DaJiun), 
using spacer particles (50 µm) to define the cell thickness. The mixture 
was then infiltrated into the cell on a heating stage at 80 °C and cooled 
down to 45 °C with a rate of 3 °C min−1. An LED (385 nm, 57 mW cm−2, 
5 min) was used to polymerize the LC mixture.

Kirigami and Robot Fabrication: The cut patterns were designed using 
Adobe Illustrator and sent to laser cutter (FLUX Beambox Pro, CO2 laser, 
50 W) for engraving structures onto the splay-aligned LCN films. The 
LCN-coated substrates were dipped into water, and the cut films were 
detached from the substrate by using a blade. To fabricate the robot, the 
cut film was rolled up into a tube-like structure and fixed by using drops 
of UV curable glue. The structure consists of ten pairs of LCN petal, each 
is 2.5 mm long and around 1 mm wide. Details about kirigami design, 
macroscopic image of laser cut film and microscopic image of the cut 
edge can be seen in Figure S12 (Supporting Information). A plastic tube 
cropped from a straw (4 mm in diameter, 100 µm thick) was set in the 
middle, yielding an eventual device of 10 mg weight. The plastic tube 
was used to reinforce the structure, thus preventing the deformation 

in diameter and damage of the fragile film upon light illumination. 
Photos of photoactuation in a robot without reinforcement are shown in 
Figure S13 (Supporting Information).

Tracking of the Robot: The tracking position of the rolling robot was 
recorded by using a function “IMFINDCIRCLES” in MATLAB (R2019a). 
The recorded videos (side-view, 120 frames s−1) were converted into 
series images that were converted from RGB to grayscale to facilitate the 
software analysis. Circular edges of the robot ring were detected by the 
program in every image, and the tracking position (the center of mass) 
was determined by the center of the circle. The position tracking stopped 
when the robot reached a moving distance of 25 mm in horizontal 
direction, due to the traveling limit of the motorized stage.

Rolling Distance Statistics: The horizontal rolling distance (center 
of mass), d, was compared with the steady moving distance of the 
scanning spot, ds, by ∆d = d−ds. ∆d was recorded in every frame of 
image during the entire movement (20 frame s−1), for different light 
illumination conditions, e.g., scanning speed: 1– 6 mm s−1 and incident 
angle: 10–40°. The mean ∆d and the standard division present the 
consistence of movement between the rolling robot and the driving 
spot. For example, a slight negative value of ∆d means a small lag back 
of the movement compared to the spot position, and a large standard 
division means a failure of light driven motion, in which the robot could 
not catch up the speed of the spot.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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